
SPECIAL PROJECTS WORKSHEET TIPS 
 

The “Special Projects Worksheet,” (SPW), is a vital report generated by WVEIS.  It helps CSBOs 
keep track of receipts, expenditures, encumbrances, earmarks, and receivables for each 
individual project within the county.  The SPW also serves as the basis for all Special Revenue 
Fund carryover budget revisions.  Furthermore, it is currently the go-to report used to 
support requests for the drawdown of state and federal funds.    

Overview of SPW information/line items: 

 Revenues – Three (3) separate amounts are provided in the revenues section of the 
report for each project maintained by the LEA: (1) Prior years’ revenue, (2) current year 
revenue, to-date, and (3) total revenues.  These amounts are generated through the 
accumulation of amounts receipted by the LEA throughout the current and prior fiscal 
years.  If you’ve received revenue but not yet receipted it, the amounts will not be 
included in the SPW. 

 Expenditures – Three (3) separate amounts are also provided in the expenditures 
section: (1) Prior years’ expenditures, (2) current year expenditures, to-date, and (3) 
total expenditures.  These amounts are generated through the accumulation of 
amounts expended by the LEA throughout the current and prior fiscal years.  Year-end 
accruals for additional Accounts Payable balances will be included in the SPW only 
when the accrual entries have been made AND the fiscal year has been closed again. 

 Encumbrances – This field reports the total of all open purchase orders for a given 
project.  Encumbrances have no effect on any of the other amounts within the SPW. 

 Receivables – This field is actually a calculated field within WVEIS.  It is calculated as 
the excess of total expenditures over total revenues.  The SPW assumes that grants 
are reimbursement basis; therefore, if you have already spent more funding than you 
have received, a receivable is calculated and reported on the SPW. 

 Earmarks – This field is also a calculated field.  It is calculated as the excess of total 
revenues over total expenditures.  The SPW assumes that the funding was received 
upfront and is currently “earmarked” for the project’s specified purpose.  Please note 
that the earmarks balance is not affected by the encumbrance field. 

 Current Budget – This line of the SPW feeds from the grant’s budget within WVEIS.  
Budget revisions posted within WVEIS will have a direct impact on this line for a given 
project. 

 Grant Amount – This line of the SPW is currently populated from grant awards once 
they are accepted by an LEA.  However, errors or inconsistencies in this field can be 
corrected by updating the grant information in the “Maintain Grant Information” 
screen in the WV Financial Data Reports section of WVEIS.  This amount should agree 
to the total amount of the grant award. 



 OED – This line item indicates the obligation period ending date for a specific project.  
It also pulls from grant awards and can be updated through the “Maintain Grant 
Information” in the WV Financial Data Reports section of WVEIS.   

 LD - This line item indicates the ending liquidation date for a specific project.  It also 
pulls from grant awards and can be updated through the “Maintain Grant 
Information” in the WV Financial Data Reports section of WVEIS.   

 C# - This line item indicates the WVOASIS grant award number for a specific project 
(or FIMS commitment numbers for older projects).  This identification number also 
pulls from grant awards and can be updated through the “Maintain Grant 
Information” in the WV Financial Data Reports section of WVEIS.   

Periodically, and at least annually before carryover entries are prepared, CSBOs should 
review the SPW to ensure: 

 All open/active grant awards are included on the report. 
 Grant amounts agree back to the underlying grant award documents/notice of 

awards. 
 Total expenditures plus encumbrances do not exceed the total grant award amount.  

When total expenditures exceed total revenues, the SPW generates a receivable 
balance for the difference.  However, such a receivable balance may not be valid if 
total expenditures exceeds the grant award amount.  The same is true for 
encumbrances.  If a grant award is over spent or over obligated, the LEA must transfer 
the over spent or over obligated amount into a different project (where allowable) or 
cover the overages with county funds. 

 Earmarked balances do not exist beyond the OED (obligation period ending date).  For 
state grants, if earmarks remain after the end of the obligation period and 
expenditures cannot be transferred from a newer project, CSBOs must either request 
an extension from WVDE or return the funds.  Federal grants are reimbursement basis, 
so they usually do not carry an earmarked balance. 

 The sum of the current year revenue budget and prior year revenues received does 
not exceed the total grant award.  This could indicate that the current year budget is 
overstated, which creates the risk of overspending the project. 

 The sum of the current year expenditures budget and prior year expenditures does 
not exceed the total grant award.  This could also indicate that the current year 
budget is overstated, which creates the risk of overspending the project. 
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Excel to WVEIS 

Adjusting and Budget Journal Entry Upload
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• Contact Kim Harvey for template and .fdf file (first time)

• Create a shared drive \\WV0XX\Finance\JE.csv (XX= county number) (first time)

• Create\Fill in Excel Template

• Save Template to \\WV0XX\Finance\JE.csv (XX= county number)

• Import Pending Journal Entries

• Add Pending Journal Entries

• Post Pending Journal Entries
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